NATO Can Benefit from Columbia’s Expertise in Afghan Peace

Stohlenberg says NATO and Colombia agreed to work together in areas of mutual interest including promoting the role of women in peace and security.

Pakistan Mulls Blocking US Supply Lines into Afghanistan
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Afghanistan’s Trade Volume with World Decreases: ACCI

The money in circulation was in recent years. the trade volume has increased the problems faced by traders," Alokozai says too much reduction. to seven billion USD which the world was up to $15 billion tain reasons. - cancelled their investment in - Alokozai said some investors - behind the decrease in trade the country which is a reason for economic stagnation of some com - years from almost $14 billion seven billion USD in recent - trade between Afghanistan and other countries in the -...and almost two - According to the report, at least 3.5 million children worst country for children in the world. was insufficient data, the organization says. The only - reflects the average level of performance across a set - selected “gray list” of nations that are not doing enough to curb - so-called “gray list” of nations that are not doing - FATF decided in February to include Pakistan in its - under the leadership of CEO, SDF, all the departments of SDF presented insights and discussed the recent developments under each department with the Secretary General.

Secretary General, SAARC’s Visit to SAARC Development Fund

Under the leadership of CEO, SDF, all the departments of SDF presented insights and discussed the recent developments under each department with the Secretary General.

Pakistan Mulls Blocking US Supply Lines into Afghanistan

BLAMABAD - skitisan says it is reasoning strained ties with the United States, a move that could lead to halting supply lines into Afghanistan where American troops are fighting insurgents to stabilize the war-torn country with the help of NATO allies. Foreign Minister Khurram Dastgir Khan made the remarks to VOAs exclusive 7 days before an interna -tal task force is to be Pakistan on a terrorism-financing watch list at the urging of U.S. Presi -dent Donald Trump’s administration, a move likely to fuel Pakistan’s economic troubles. The -based Financial Action Task Force, or FATF decided in February to include Pakistan in its so-called “gray list” of nations that are not doing enough to curb - (More on P4-D)